REFER-A-FRIEND CAMPAIGN
TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Used Terms:

Campaign Bonus

Award in the form of virtual funds both the Owner of the Link
and Invited Third Party are assigned by SIA Viainvest as a
transfer to their Investor Accounts if all campaign
requirements are successfully met. The amount of campaign
bonus is set to 10 EUR.

Campaign Link

Unique link available in Investor Account that must be used
by Invited Third Parties to create an Investor Account within
the Investment Platform.

Invited Third Party

The unique User that has not yet registered the Investor
Account within the Investment Platform.

Owner of the Link

The User who has registered the Investor Account within the
Investment Platform and who has unique Campaign Link
displayed in his/hers Investor Account.

All other terms used in the present Terms & Conditions shall have the meaning as stipulated
by the provisions of Regulations of Investment platform, unless stated otherwise.
2. The Refer-A-Friend campaign is valid from 30.04.2019 to 31.05.2019.
3. All Users holding a registered Investor Account within the Investment Platform have the
right to participate in the Refer-A-Friend Campaign during the timeframe indicated in the
Clause 2 by using the unique Campaign Link available in the Investor Account to receive
the Campaign Bonus. Each registered Investor receiving his own unique Campaign Link
in his Investor Account becomes the Owner of the Link.
4. The unique Campaign Link can be shared publicly with third parties by the Owner of the
Link.
5. The unique Campaign Link cannot be shared with third parties or published on any
websites containing illegal content.[1] The Refer-A-Friend campaign can be unilaterally
suspended by SIA Viainvest at any time (also within the set campaign period) or if any
concerns about abusive use of campaign materials (including unique Campaign Links)
may arise.
6. The Campaign Bonus is awarded to both Owner of the Link and Invited Third Party if
such conditions come into force:
1. The unique Campaign Link Owner and the Invited Third Party are not the same person
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(or can indicate different beneficial owners in case of legal entities).
2. Invited Third Party is not yet holding the Investor Account within the Investment
Platform.
3. Invited Third Party has created the unique Investor Account on the Investment
Platform using particularly the unique Campaign Link shared by the Owner of the
Link.
4. Invited Third Party has deposited at least 50 EUR to his Investor Account.
5. Invited third party has invested at least 50 EUR in loans available for investments on
the Investment Platform.
7. The Campaign Bonus in amount of 10 EUR is assigned to both Owner of Campaign Link
and Invited Third Party Investor Accounts automatically within 5 business days, if
requirements described in Clause 6 are met successfully.
8. The Owner of the Link can invite unlimited amount of Invited Third Parties and receive
the Campaign Bonus for each successful invitation that has met requirements described
in Clause 6.
9. The Campaign Bonus shall include all applicable taxes for participation in the
Refer-A-Friend Campaign, and respective taxes (if applicable) shall be covered by the
User.
[1] Any source of information (including webpage) which may contain the reference to illicit
pharmaceutical sales, child pornography, zoophilia, tobacco, gambling, rape disclosure /
hate speech / violence propaganda, third-party data processing, or unauthorized merging of
any of above-mentioned contents.
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